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SUMMARY  In recent years, there has been significant interest in information-theoretic security techniques that encrypt physical layer signals. We have proposed chaos modulation, which has both physical layer security and channel coding gain, as one such technique. In the chaos modulation method, the channel coding gain can be increased using a turbo mechanism that exchanges the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) with an external concatenated code using the max-log approximation. However, chaos modulation, which is a type of Gaussian modulation, does not use fixed mapping, and the distance between signal points is not constant; therefore, the accuracy of the max-log approximated LLR degrades under poor channel conditions. As a result, conventional methods suffer from performance degradation owing to error propagation in turbo decoding. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new LLR clipping method that can be optimally applied to chaos modulation by limiting the confidence level of LLR and suppressing error propagation. For effective clipping on chaos modulation that does not have fixed mappings, the average confidence value is obtained from the extrinsic LLR calculated from the demodulator and decoder, and clipping is performed based on this value, either in the demodulator or the decoder. Numerical results indicated that the proposed method achieves the same performance as the one using the exact LLR, which requires complicated calculations. Furthermore, the security feature of the proposed system is evaluated, and we observe that sufficient security is provided.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Recently, various wireless technologies have been proposed for the 5th generation mobile communications system (5G) to realize various scenarios that require high speed, high capacity, low latency, and multiple connections [1], [2]. These new features of 5G expand the market of wireless networks not only to the private sector but also to new industrial sectors. Thus, we rely heavily on wireless networks for data transmission of sensitive information, such as personal information [3]. Therefore, it is challenging to ensure stronger confidentiality in 5G wireless networks today [4]–[7]. Currently, wireless communication systems are equipped with security technologies in upper-layer protocols, such as secure sockets layer/transport layer security (SSL/TLS) and security architecture for Internet protocol (IPSec) [8]. However, as communication infrastructure changes and the network becomes more complex with the evolution of 5G, upper-layer security technologies will require to adapt to the changes, resulting in high additional costs and strong restrictions on the users, e.g., additional authentication processes in user-side applications. In addition, because upper-layer security technologies are computationally secure, the risk of decryption increases with the advent of quantum computers with superior computing power. Therefore, in recent years, physical-layer security technologies that apply encryption to the physical layer using information theory have been attracting interest [9]–[15]. Physical-layer security technologies have information-theoretic security; therefore, encryption cannot be theoretically decrypted by a third party [16]. In addition, it can be used in conjunction with existing upper-layer security technologies to achieve stronger confidential assurance as additional confidentiality. Because of these potentials, applications of physical-layer security for innovative technologies in 5G, such as massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), millimeter-wave communications, non-orthogonal multiple-access (NOMA), and full-duplex communication technologies, have been proposed [17]–[25]. These techniques use artificial noise, such as jamming, to degrade the communication quality of a third party such that the transmitted signal is not received in a state of correct demodulation.

Moreover, encryption techniques that use chaos randomness to ensure communication confidentiality have been studied [26]–[32]. Similarly, our group has also proposed chaos modulation with physical-layer security and channel coding gains [33]. Chaos modulation is a type of Gaussian modulation in which a user-specific random chaos signal is generated using a nonlinear equation using a key shared by the transmitter and receiver. Therefore, the transmitted signal has a pseudo-noise waveform, and normal decryption is impossible without a legitimate key, even when the communication quality of a third party is high. Because this scheme is a first-order modulation, it can be incorporated into various transmission systems such as MIMO compared with other chaos encryption schemes [34]–[40]. Furthermore, because the modulation is performed using chaos signals that are convolutionally correlated with the transmitted data, a channel coding effect with a coding rate of 1 can be obtained.
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We have proposed not only the construction of chaos modulation systems for massive MIMO technology, NOMA, and interleave-division multiple-access (IDMA), which will be essential in the future, but also the coupling with effective error-correcting codes such as polar codes and low-density parity-check (s) codes [34]–[41]. However, these systems have a problem in that the original channel coding effect of chaos modulation cannot be fully utilized owing to the quality degradation of the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) used in turbo decoding. For example, in decoding MIMO techniques, turbo decoding is known to achieve the Shannon limit [42] and is used as an essential technique. Therefore, improving the quality of the LLR is an important challenge to be solved in incorporating chaos modulation into 5G technologies.

Similar problems that occur in linear modulation have been addressed using LLR clipping [43]–[52], LLR scaling [53]–[56], bit flipping [57], [58], and LLR generation through machine learning [59]. Currently, the best method of solving this problem is to use machine learning to generate LLRs. However, chaos modulation is difficult to apply because it uses pseudo-white Gaussian distributed signals, and therefore, only limited information can be obtained through pre-training. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the application of LLR clipping, which is easy to apply to a system [44]. LLR clipping is a method of limiting error propagation by restricting the maximum confidence level of the LLR. With this method, the upper limit for clipping has a significant impact on performance; therefore, the setting is very important. If it is larger than the optimal value, error propagation will occur, whereas if it is smaller, it will result in a decrease in the error correction capability. Conventionally, for linear modulation, the clipping value is set to the optimal value that maximizes the mutual information derived from the theoretical bit error rate (BER) performance [44]. However, because chaos modulation is a nonlinear modulation, the mapping signal is not fixed, and the mutual information depends on the mapping arrangement at instantaneous moments, and it is not possible to derive a unified and strict theoretical expression for the mutual information. In other words, to determine the clipping value based on mutual information, it is necessary to calculate the mutual information in advance by transmitting known signals. This is unrealistic in terms of the large amount of computation required and the overhead. In addition, the conventional method uses the same clipping values for LLR outputs from the demodulator and decoder [43]–[52]. Generally, in turbo decoding, the LLRs of the decoder output are generated using only the LLRs of the demodulator output; hence, the LLR outputs of the decoder become large. Accordingly, clipping the LLRs of the demodulator outputs also means clipping the LLRs of the decoder output. This results in over-clipping with small values in the decoder even when the channel environment is good, resulting in a loss of coding gain and generation of an error floor [51]. Thus, fixed clipping was not optimal.

To solve these problems, in this paper, we propose an average LLR clipping (ALC) method, which uses the average of the calculated LLRs as clipping values. In addition, we also propose an adaptive ALC (AALC) method that adaptively switches the LLR clipping either in the demodulator or the decoder based on the Euclidian distance between mapping signals and the channel environment. Subsequently, to verify the performance of the proposed method, we applied it to a chaos MIMO (C-MIMO) transmission system, where chaos modulation was applied to MIMO technology and evaluated the performance using numerical simulations. As a result, an improvement of 0.5 dB at a BER of $10^{-5}$ was achieved over the conventional method without clipping (see Section 4.1). Furthermore, the performance of the approximated LLR is comparable to that of the exact LLR. This method enables the application of a simple LLR clipping without requiring prior information, reducing the amount of computation and overhead in a system with chaos modulation. Moreover, because the proposed AALC is versatile, it can be used in any channel environment while obtaining a performance similar to that of the exact LLR.

The following sections are organized as follows: In the remainder of this section, we briefly review the principle of LLR clipping and introduce the previous studies on linear modulation. In Sections 2 and 3, we explain the principle of the proposed method and the applied C-MIMO system, respectively. In Sections 4 and 5, the effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated using the results of numerical simulations, and the security of chaos modulation is evaluated, respectively. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 6.

1.2 Related studies

The quality degradation problem of LLRs originates from the approximation of the LLRs. First, the exact bit LLR $\lambda \in \mathbb{R}$ for a received signal is defined as

$$
\lambda(x_{n,i}) = \ln \left( \frac{\sum_{s_{n,i} = +1} \exp(-\mu(n))}{\sum_{s_{n,i} = -1} \exp(-\mu(n))} \right),
$$

(1)

$$
\mu(n) = \frac{|r_n - h_n s_n|^2}{\sigma^2},
$$

(2)

where $x_{n,i} \in \{1,-1\}$ is the $i$-th estimated bit that constitutes the $n$-th symbol, and $n$ and $i$ are indexes denoting symbols and bits, respectively [60]. $r_n, h_n, s_n \in \mathbb{C}$, and $\sigma^2 \in \mathbb{R}$ are the $n$-th received signal, channel coefficient, transmitted signal, and noise power, respectively. However, because calculating the exponential and logarithmic operations in (1) for practical use is difficult, the approximated LLR, which is a max-log approximation expressed as

$$
\lambda(x_{n,i}) = \min_{x_{n,i} = -1} \mu(n) - \min_{x_{n,i} = +1} \mu(n),
$$

(3)

is often used [59]. We also have used the LLR of (3) in the proposed chaos modulation system [33]. However, unlike linear modulation such as quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) and 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM),
chaos modulation is a Gaussian modulation, meaning that the mapping point is not fixed and the distance between consecutive points is not constant. In addition, chaos demodulation generates a bit LLR from multiple received symbols (see (10)), which is significantly degraded compared with the exact LLR in noisy channel environments. If these LLRs are generated at the first instance of turbo decoding, they will not be improved, and low-quality LLRs will be propagated during the turbo iteration. Because of this phenomenon, the original channel decoding effect of chaos modulation cannot be fully obtained.

As a conventional method, a similar problem in linear modulation has been addressed using LLR clipping [43]. LLR clipping restricts the absolute maximum value of LLR reliability as follows:

\[
\lambda = \begin{cases} 
\lambda, & (|\lambda| < \lambda_c) \\
\text{sign}(\lambda) \cdot \lambda_c, & (|\lambda| \geq \lambda_c)
\end{cases}
\]

where \(\lambda, \lambda_c \in \mathbb{R}\) are the extrinsic LLR and upperbound absolute LLR values, respectively (\(\lambda_c \geq 0\)). The setting of \(\lambda_c\) is important because it has a significant impact on decoding performance. It is generally known that the more mutual information an LLR has, the more optimal the LLR [44]. Thus, calculating the mutual information of the LLR in each transmission signal and setting \(\lambda_c\) to maximize it every time is ideal. However, because it requires a large amount of computation, a low-complexity optimal clipping method has been proposed [44]. An LLR clipping method for MIMO transmission systems was first proposed in [43]. This technique originally alleviates the degradation of the LLR quality caused by low-complexity MIMO detection. The clipping value is determined using the pre-computed mutual information \(I \in \mathbb{R}\), expressed as

\[
I(x_{n,i}, \lambda(x_{n,i})) \approx 1 - \log_2(1 + e^{-x_{n,i} \lambda(x_{n,i})}),
\]

where \(x_{n,i} \in (1,-1)\) is the \(i\)-th bit that constitutes \(s_n\). When \(x_{n,i} \lambda(x_{n,i})\) is larger than zero, the LLR has the correct transmitted bit information, and the mutual information becomes large. However, the probability \(\Pr(x_{n,i} \lambda(x_{n,i}) > 0)\) varies depending on the channel state, and the clipping value at which the mutual information is maximized also varies accordingly. The relationship between the clipping value and mutual information is shown in Fig. 1. In [43], a fixed clipping value was used to obtain a large average mutual information for different \(\Pr(x_{n,i} \lambda(x_{n,i}) > 0)\) values from this result. Furthermore, in [44]–[51], methods to determine the optimal clipping value from the theoretical value using the instantaneous received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or statistical channel state information were studied. This determines the variable clipping value according to the channel state and improves the decoding performance. In addition, in [52], a switching method, in which the clipping value is switched using a quasi-steepest descent (QSD) algorithm for each turbo decoding as well as the channel state, was proposed. However, this method has a trade-off between computational complexity and performance, thus complicating the optimization of the parameters. Moreover, conventional methods, except that in [43], use the LLR calculation based on linear modulation mapping, which makes it difficult to apply to nonlinear modulation such as chaos modulation.

Therefore, in this paper, we consider these methods that calculate the clipping value in advance to maximize the mutual information according to the channel state as conventional methods and propose a new LLR clipping method for chaos modulation.

2. C-MIMO system and chaos modulation

2.1 System model

The system block diagram of the C-MIMO transmission, a MIMO system using chaos modulation, is shown in Fig. 2 [33]. The transmitter and receiver sides share the initial chaos key, \(c_0 \in \mathbb{C}\). In practice, it is assumed that \(c_0\) is shared using a unique ID on the hardware and channel information used for communication. At the transmitter side, first, a \(K\)-bit data sequence \(u = \{u_0, u_1, \ldots, u_i, \ldots, u_{K-1}\}\), \(u_i \in \{0,1\}\) is encoded by an externally concatenated encoder to produce an \(N (> K)\)-bit codeword \(d = \{d_0, d_1, \ldots, d_i, \ldots, d_{N-1}\}\), \(d_i \in \{0,1\}\). Subsequently, \(d\) is interleaved, and a sequence \(b = \{b_0, b_1, \ldots, b_i, \ldots, b_{N-1}\}\), \(b_i \in \{0,1\}\) is obtained. Thereafter, \(b\) is divided and chaos modulation with \(c_0\) is performed for each chaos block length \(N_c = N/B\), where \(N_t\) and \(B\) are the number of transmitting antennas and length of a MIMO block transmitted from one antenna, respectively. The transmission efficiency is 1 bit/symbol/antenna, and \(b_n = \{b_{n,0}, b_{n,1}, \ldots, b_{n,N_c-1}\}\) are the transmitting bits in the \(n\)-th (\(0 \leq n \leq N/N_c - 1\)) MIMO block. The modulated chaos block \(s_n = \{s_{n,0}, s_{n,1}, \ldots, s_{n,N_c-1}\}\), \(s_{n,i} \in \mathbb{C}\) is
transmitted $B$ times with $N_t$ symbols simultaneously in the MIMO multiplexing transmission method. The MIMO transmitting sequence at time $k$ is expressed as

$$s_n(k) = \{s_1(k), s_2(k), ..., s_{N_t}(k)\}^T$$

(6)

where $s_j(k)$ is the symbol transmitted from the $t$-th ($1 \leq t \leq N_t$) antenna at time $k$, and $T$ denotes the transposition. This $s_n(k)$ is transmitted to the receiver. The MIMO channel is assumed to be flat Rayleigh fading, independent of the symbols and antennas. Let $N_r$ be the number of receiving antennas and $h_{rt}(k) \in \mathbb{C}$ be the channel coefficient between the $t$-th transmitting antenna and the $r$-th ($1 \leq r \leq N_r$) receiving antenna at time $k$. Thus, the channel matrix is expressed as

$$H_n(k) = \begin{bmatrix}
    h_{11}(k) & \cdots & h_{1N_r}(k) \\
    \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    h_{N_t1}(k) & \cdots & h_{N_tN_r}(k)
\end{bmatrix}.$$  

(7)

The received sequence $r_n(k) \in \mathbb{C}$ is expressed as

$$r_n(k) = H_n(k)s_n(k) + n_n(k),$$

(8)

where $n_n(k) \in \mathbb{C}$ is Gaussian noise. At the receiver side, MIMO detection and chaos demodulation are performed for each received block $R_n = \{r_n(0), ..., r_n(B-1)\}$. In MIMO detection, LLRs are obtained based on the squared Euclidean distance calculated using maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE). The posteriori LLR $\lambda(\hat{b}_{ni})$ at time $i$ ($0 \leq i \leq N_c - 1$) is calculated using

$$\lambda(\hat{b}_{ni}) = \min_{\hat{b}_{ni}=1} \{\mu_n(k)\} - \min_{\hat{b}_{ni}=0} \{\mu_n(k)\},$$

(9)

where $\hat{b}_{ni}$ is the estimated bit and $\mu_n(k)$ is defined as

$$\mu_n(k) = \sum_{c=0}^{B-1} \frac{1}{g^2} \| r_n(k) - H_n(k)s_n(k) \|^2$$

+ $\sum_{j=0}^{N_r-1} (2\hat{b}_{nj} - 1) \lambda_{\text{dem}}(\hat{b}_{nj})$,  

(10)

where $\lambda_{\text{dem}}(\hat{b}_{nj})$ is the a priori LLR obtained from the max-log-maximum a posteriori probability (Max-log-MAP) decoder of the outer code in the latter stage, and it is initially zero. The extrinsic LLR $\lambda_{\text{dem}}(\hat{b}_{ni})$ is obtained using

$$\lambda_{\text{dem}}(\hat{b}_{ni}) = \lambda(\hat{b}_{ni}) - \lambda_{\text{dem}}(\hat{b}_{ni}).$$

(11)

After the extrinsic LLR is calculated for all the received blocks, the LLR-clipped $\lambda_{\text{dem}}(\hat{b}_{ni})$ is obtained based on (4). They are de-interleaved and used as the priori LLR $\lambda_{\text{dec}}^p(\hat{d}_i)$ for the Max-log-MAP decoding of the outer concatenated code. Here, $\hat{d}_i$ is the estimated coded bit. In the outer decoder, the extrinsic LLR $\lambda_{\text{dec}}^e(\hat{d}_i)$ is obtained based on the Bahl–Cocke–Jelinek–Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [61]. Thereafter, the LLR clipping is applied similarly, $\lambda_{\text{dec}}^e(\hat{b}_{nj})$ is calculated, and after interleaving, the priori LLR $\lambda_{\text{dem}}^p(\hat{b}_{nj})$ is returned to the MIMO detector, and (9) is performed again. After $l$ iterations of this turbo mechanism, the posteriori LLR value of the Max-log-MAP decoder is used as a hard decision to obtain the decoded bit sequence $\hat{u} = \{\hat{u}_0, ..., \hat{u}_{K-1}\} \in \{0, 1\}$.

### 2.2 Chaos modulation

In chaos modulation, the chaos symbol $s_n$ is generated from $c_0$ and the $n$-th MIMO block bits $b_n$ [33]. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of chaos modulation. First, we generate $c_0$ and logistic map parameters $q_{x,0}, q_{y,0} \in \mathbb{R}$, where $q_{x,0}$ and $q_{y,0}$ are correlated to $b_n$ and are set between the interval $(3.9,4.0)$ to maintain the randomness of the logistic map signals as follows:

$$0 < \text{Re}[c_0] < 1, \quad 0 < \text{Im}[c_0] < 1,$$

(12)

$$q_{x,0} = 3.9 + \frac{\sum_{n=0}^{N_c-1} 2^i b_n^{i+1}}{10(2^{N_r}-1)},$$

(13)

$$q_{y,0} = 4.0 - \frac{\sum_{n=0}^{N_c-1} 2^i b_n^{i+1}}{10(2^{N_r}-1)}.$$  

Subsequently, the data bits are again correlated using (14) in $q_{x,i}$ and $q_{y,i}$ for the $i$-th in $\{1,2, ..., N_c\}$ symbol. Here, we illustrate only $q_{x,i}$ but the same equation is applied to $q_{y,i}$.

$$q_{x,i} = \begin{cases} 
q_{x,i-1} & (b_{n,i-1} = 0) \\
7.95 - q_{x,i-1} & (b_{n,i-1} = 1, q_{k,i-1} > 3.95) \\
0.05 + q_{x,i-1} & (b_{n,i-1} = 1, q_{k,i-1} \leq 3.95)
\end{cases}.$$  

(14)

This enables us to uniformly distribute $q_{x,i}$ and $q_{y,i}$ between (3.9,4.0). The initial values $x_0$ and $y_0$ used in chaos processing in (16) are defined as follows:

$$x_0 = \text{Re}[c_{i-1}], \quad y_0 = \text{Im}[c_{i-1}],$$

(15)

where $c_{i-1}$ is the previous element signal of chaos modulation. Subsequently, using $q_{x,i}$ and $q_{y,i}$, the logistic-map chaos is iteratively processed as follows:

$$x_{i+1} = q_{x,i}x_i(1-x_i), \quad y_{i+1} = q_{y,i}y_i(1-y_i).$$

(16)

After several iterations of (16) for $l$, the $i$-th element signal $c_i$ of the chaos modulation is extracted using

Fig. 3 Block diagram of chaos modulation.
3. Proposed average LLR clipping for chaos modulation

The most important aspect of LLR clipping is the determination of $\lambda_c$. If it deviates from an optimal value, the performance deteriorates significantly [43]. As described in Section 1.2, conventional clipping methods are difficult to apply to nonlinear chaos modulation. In contrast, the proposed clipping method is applicable to chaos modulation and is described as follows:

3.1 Clipping architecture

The proposed LLR clipping method uses the average confidence level of extrinsic LLRs calculated from the demodulator and decoder as $\lambda_c$. The clipping values $\lambda_{\text{dem}}(n), \lambda_{\text{dec}}(n) \in \mathbb{R}$ in the demodulator and decoder, respectively, are calculated as

$$\lambda_{\text{dem}}(n) = \frac{1}{N_c} \sum_{n=0}^{N_c-1} |\lambda_{\text{dem}}(\hat{n}_n)|,$$

$$\lambda_{\text{dec}}(n) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} |\lambda_{\text{dec}}(\hat{d}_n)|.$$  

In the demodulator, $\lambda_{\text{dem}}(n)$ is generated for each chaos block $n$, whereas in the decoder, $\lambda_{\text{dec}}(n)$ is generated for each codeword with length $N$. Because the chaos modulation generates $N_c$ symbols convolutionally using $N_c$ bits, the LLR is calculated using a block unit. Hence, compared with linear modulations in which the LLR is calculated using a symbol unit, the variance of $\lambda_{\text{dem}}(\hat{n}_n)$ becomes larger. In other words, the average absolute confidential levels of $N_c$ symbols indicate adequate confidence levels. By clipping with the value of $\lambda_{\text{dem}}(\hat{n}_n)$, the outlier due to poor channel conditions can be suppressed, and thereby the propagation of LLR degradation into the subsequent turbo decoder can be alleviated. Hereafter, this method is referred to as ALC. The validity of the mean criteria is presented in Appendix A. The advantages of this method are as follows: (a) Because the clipping value can vary according to instantaneous channel state information, no prior information is required, whereas an appropriate clipping value is obtained. (b) The clipping value automatically and adaptively changes according to iterative turbo decoding. As a result, the loss of coding gain due to excessively small clipping values can also be suppressed.

Using the simulation parameters shown in Table 1, we checked (a) and (b) by confirming the change in the LLR.

(a) We confirmed the change in $|\lambda_{\text{dem}}|$ versus $E_b/N_0$ at the first turbo decoding, where only $\lambda_{\text{dem}}$ was clipped. The results in Fig. 4 show that the average value of LLR in ALC was smaller than that when clipping was not applied, and that clipping was successfully performed according to $E_b/N_0$. In Section 4, this clipping is shown to not degrade the BER performances but rather improve them.
proposed ALC because of an excessive amplitude reduction, as described in Section 3.1. To avoid this over-clipping, we propose a switching method of ALC between the demodulator and decoder, in which the ALC is applied to $\lambda_{\text{dem}}^e$ in poor channel conditions; alternatively, it is applied to $\lambda_{\text{dec}}^e$ in good channel conditions. The quality of the LLR generated in the receiver depends on the Euclidian distance between candidate signal points, and noise power. For example, as shown in Fig. 7, when the standard deviation of the received noise is $\sigma$ and the distances between the true transmitted point and the close candidate points are $l_1$ and $l_2$, respectively, the wrong decision is more likely made to the small Euclidian distance $l_2$. This is also related to the quality of LLR. For $l_1$, clipping with a large $\lambda_c$ may be overcorrected and cause an error floor [51], and for $l_2$, a small $\lambda_c$ should preferably be applied to suppress LLR outliers. Furthermore, the appropriate $\lambda_c$ also depends on $\sigma$, i.e., the received SNR, in addition to $l_1$ and $l_2$. From heuristic searches, we observed that the quality of the LLR was affected by the relationship between $l_1/2$ and $\sigma$, as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, in the proposed method, to achieve the appropriate clipping, the adaptive switching of LLR clipping at the demodulator or the decoder is performed according to the criterion of the sum of Euclidean distances $L_c$ between neighboring chaos symbol candidates in one chaos block with $N_c$ symbols and $\sigma$, which is expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{clip } \lambda_{\text{dem}}^e &= \begin{cases} 
\frac{L_c^2}{2N_c} & \leq \frac{\sigma^2}{N_t} \\
\lambda_{\text{dem}}^e & \frac{L_c^2}{2N_c} > \frac{\sigma^2}{N_t}
\end{cases} \\
\text{clip } \lambda_{\text{dec}}^e &= \begin{cases} 
\frac{L_c^2}{2N_c} & \leq \frac{\sigma^2}{N_t} \\
\lambda_{\text{dec}}^e & \frac{L_c^2}{2N_c} > \frac{\sigma^2}{N_t}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

(22)

Here, $L_c$ changes in every chaos block depending on the initial key $c_0$, and transmitted bit sequence $b_n$ because of nonlinear modulation. However, in the proposed method, we use the statistical value $L_c^2 \equiv 2N_c$ and use it as a fixed value to eliminate every $L_c^2$ calculation. Thus, the left part of the inequalities in (22) become one. This proposed switching method is called the AALC.

3.2 Adaptive switching of LLR clipping at demodulator and decoder

It has been observed that LLR clipping with small values produces an error floor when applied in good channel conditions [51]. The same problem may occur in the
4. Numerical results

The performance of the proposed method was evaluated using numerical simulations. All simulation parameters were the same as those listed in Table 1. In this study, to evaluate the average characteristics, we randomly generated the user-specific key $c_0$ used in chaos modulation for each transmission and assumed it to be perfectly shared with the transmitter and receiver. The number of chaos processing was $l = 100$. The concatenated outer channel coding was a recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) code with a constraint length of three and a coding rate of 0.5, and the decoder used Max-log-MAP decoding. The channel was assumed to be quasi-static Rayleigh fading with independent and identically distributed with respect to symbols and antennas. In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method by comparing the BER and mutual information with conventional clipping methods. Subsequently, after Section 4.3, the conventional method is set to a method without clipping because we focus on the performance comparison of AALC with those without clipping.

4.1 Bit error rate performance comparison

In this subsection, the BER performances of ALC applied to $\lambda_{\text{dem}}^e$ or $\lambda_{\text{dec}}^e$ and AALC are evaluated. Fig. 8 shows the results, which confirmed that AALC had a lower BER curve for those of ALC on $\lambda_{\text{dem}}^e$ and $\lambda_{\text{dec}}^e$. Thus, we can conclude that in AALC, ALC can be effectively and adaptively applied in all $E_b/N_0$ regions.

Next, we compared the performance of AALC with that of conventional methods. For comparison, we evaluated the performance of C-MIMO with the clipping value selected to maximize the mutual information for each $E_b/N_0$ as shown in Table 2 [43], that of C-MIMO without clipping, and that of binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation with the same transmission efficiency. Here, because the number of symbol candidates used in the exact LLR of (1) and the approximate LLR of (3) was the same in BPSK, the accuracies of both LLRs were the same, and LLR clipping did not improve the performance (see Appendix B). The results are shown in Fig. 9. We can observe that the proposed AALC was superior to BPSK-MIMO after $E_b/N_0$ of 2 dB. This is because of the channel-coding effect of chaos modulation [33]. Comparing the results for the conventional C-MIMO transmission method, we can confirm that AALC achieved a performance improvement below 5 dB. This was because the effect of LLR clipping was obtained compared with the “conventional scheme (no clipping).” In addition, the more channel coding gain of RSC was obtained in AALC compared with a “conventional scheme (ref. [43])” because of the more appropriate $\lambda_c$ configuration along with turbo iterations. Consequently, we can conclude that the proposed AALC has better performance than the conventional LLR clipping methods in C-MIMO systems.

4.2 Mutual information comparison

We evaluated the mutual information of the proposed AALC for turbo iteration processing. As shown in Fig. 9, the mutual information of $\lambda_{\text{dec}}^e$ when $E_b/N_0 = 3$ dB, at which the effect of LLR clipping was significantly observed, was calculated based on (5). For comparison, we also determined the mutual information with the conventional clipping method [43] and without clipping. The results in Fig. 10 show that the mutual information of the proposed AALC had the largest value among the three methods. Thus, we can conclude that the clipping value of AALC is more suitable than that of the conventional method. The proposed method had larger mutual information for the result without clipping because of the effect of outlier elimination,
that is, the propagation of erroneous LLR was restricted by clipping in AALC.

4.3 Versatility evaluation of proposed AALC for C-MIMO

The performance of the proposed AALC was evaluated in several C-MIMO configurations by changing the chaos block length and number of antennas to demonstrate the versatility of the AALC. Figs. 11 and 12 show the performances when the chaos block length was \(N_c = 8\) and the number of antennas was \(N_t = N_r = 3, 4\), respectively. Fig. 11 also shows the performance of using the exact LLR on (1). Note that the calculation of (1) requires an exponential summation of all candidate sequences, and the computational complexity exponentially increases with \(N_c\), compared with (9) of the proposed method. The results confirmed that AALC had excellent performance compared with those without clipping in all configurations. Thus, it is clear that the proposed AALC has versatility for changes in \(N_c\), \(N_r\), and \(N_t\). Furthermore, Fig. 11 indicates that the performance of the AALC was similar to that using the exact LLR. This means that the proposed AALC solves the problem of performance degradation caused by LLR approximation in C-MIMO.

Next, Fig. 13 shows the BER performance transition with respect to the turbo iteration at \(E_b/N_0 = 3\) dB. These results indicate that the BER of AALC decreased as the number of turbo iterations increased, indicating that turbo decoding continuously improved the performance. Furthermore, the BER of AALC was equal to or better than that without clipping at all turbo iterations. Thus, the proposed method is effective regardless of the turbo iteration index.

4.4 Convergence performance analysis

Next, we evaluated the convergence performance of the proposed AALC method. Generally, turbo decoding performance is evaluated using extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart analysis [62]. However, because the proposed AALC improved the performance of turbo decoding by propagating the clipped extrinsic LLRs, the EXIT chart analysis, which uses independent mutual information calculations other than LLR, provided the same convergence performance as the unclipped LLRs. Thus, it was difficult to compare the results (see Appendix C). Therefore, we calculated and
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Comparison of mutual information.
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BER performances with varying chaos block length.
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BER performances with varying number of antennas.
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Variation of BER performances versus turbo iteration.
evaluated the trajectory of mutual information between the demodulator and decoder in the turbo decoding process using (5). Here, $I^P_{\text{dem}}$ and $I^P_{\text{dec}}$ are the mutual information of the priori LLR inputs to the demodulator and decoder, respectively, and $I^S_{\text{dem}}$ and $I^S_{\text{dec}}$ are the mutual information of the extrinsic LLRs. Properties without clipping were also determined for comparison. The results for $E_b/N_0 = 3$ dB are shown in Fig. 14, where $t_1$ ($1 \leq t_1 \leq t_1$) indicates the index of the turbo iterations. AALC had larger tunnel eyes and more upper-right intersection of demodulated and decoded outputs near $I^S_{\text{dem}} = 1.0$ compared with the conventional methods. This was because of the effect of suppressing false confidence, resulting in an increase in mutual information. Consequently, the convergence property of the proposed AALC was better.

5. Security evaluations

Although [33]–[38] already demonstrated that chaos modulation has security features at the physical layer, we demonstrate here that security is ensured at the decoding side even if the proposed clipping method is applied. Generally, security against eavesdroppers is evaluated from two aspects: information-theoretic and computational security. Information-theoretic security is evaluated through the performance of an eavesdropper by changing the communication environments of eavesdroppers, based on the evaluation method of Shannon's cryptographic theory [63]. In contrast, the evaluation metric for computational security is the amount of computation required when using the optimal algorithm to break the cipher. The computational complexity is expressed in the form of $2^m$, where $m \in \mathbb{N}$ bits security is ensured as computational security [64]. The information-theoretic and computational securities are evaluated in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.

5.1 Evaluation of information-theoretic security

The information-theoretic security was evaluated based on the BER performance when the eavesdropper's communication environment was changed. We assumed that the eavesdropper did not have the legitimate key $c_0$ used for encryption, and the simulation was performed under the condition that $c_0$ was probed $10^5$ times. We also assumed that the receiver algorithm and number of receiving antennas were the same as those of legitimate users for a fair comparison. The results in Fig. 15 show that the BER was 0.5, even when the eavesdropper's received power was high, indicating that decoding was not successful. This indicated that chaos modulation has information-theoretic security.

5.2 Channel capacity for similarity of key signals

Chaos modulation is completely confidential because it uniformly generates completely different signals depending on the shared key $c_0$. The best algorithm to crack it is to probe all the shared keys. Therefore, we varied the squared Euclidean distance between the eavesdropper's probing key and $c_0$ and calculated the eavesdropper's channel capacity at that time. When the channel was independent Rayleigh fading, the equivalent channel was considered a binary symmetric channel (BSC) model, and the eavesdropper's channel capacity $C_R$ was calculated as

$$C_R = N_t \{1 + P_e \log_2 P_e + (1 - P_e) \log_2 (1 - P_e)\}.$$  (23)

where $P_e$ denotes the BER of the eavesdropper [65]. The closer the to zero $C_R$ is, the more secure it is. As in Section 5.1, we assumed that the eavesdropper used the same receiving system as the legitimate user and that the key was probed $10^5$ times. Assuming $E_b/N_0 = 30$ dB at the eavesdropper, the results are shown in Fig. 16, where the horizontal axis is the key proximity. These results indicate that if the squared Euclidean distance between the probing key and $c_0$ is larger than $10^{-32}$,
$C_R$ is 0, which means that confidentiality is ensured. Below $10^{-32}$, the capacity of the eavesdropper increases, but this is due to the digital computational accuracy of the C language, and theoretically, $C_R$ is zero. In this study, we used a digital signal processing system with a resolution of $10^{-32}$. Because the eavesdropper cannot decrypt a key when the squared Euclidean distance is $10^{-32}$, the eavesdropper must probe the key with a distance resolution of $10^{-16}$. When we convert this to the number of key searches, we obtain approximately $10^{32}$ in the range of (12). In addition, the receiver requires a number of decoding operations (Table 3). In the demodulator, $(N_tN_rB)$ channels must be calculated for each $2^{N_c}$ chaos symbol candidate, and the total number of chaos blocks ($N/N_c$) is $NN_c2^{N_c}$. The decoder requires the number of branches in the trellis diagram, which is $(K-2D)2^{D+1} + 2^{D+2}$. Here, $D$ is the number of delay elements in RSC. Finally, these demodulating and decoding calculations are repeated for the number of turbo iterations. As a result, the eavesdropper's decoding operation requires $10^{32}N(N_tN_r2N_c + (K - 2D)2^{D+1} + 2^{D+2})$ calculations. In other words, chaos modulation has a computational security of $\log_2(10^{32}N(N_tN_r2N_c + (K - 2D)2^{D+1} + 2^{D+2}))$ bits security in the C language. The relationship between the chaos block length $N_c$ and security bits is shown in Fig. 17. We observed that the security bit increases linearly with $N_c$. In addition, the performance of chaos modulation improves because the channel coding gain increases as $N_c$ increases. Hence, chaos modulation has a trade-off between security, transmission performance, and the amount of decoding calculation.

Furthermore, the national institute of standards and technology (NIST) has indicated the number of security bits that cryptography should have to be current with times [66]. Compared with the NIST index, in which 112-bit security is required by 2030, we observe that the chaos modulation is significantly higher than that. This means that chaos modulation is superior in terms of computational security.

### 6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new LLR clipping method for chaos modulation, which was a nonlinear modulation method. The proposed ALC uses the average of the calculated LLRs to reduce the performance degradation caused by the LLR approximation. In addition, we propose AALC, which adaptively switches the LLR clipping among the demodulator and decoder according to the channel conditions. Subsequently, the transmission performance of C-MIMO with AALC was evaluated in terms of BER and security. The numerical results demonstrated that the properties of the proposed method were superior to those of conventional clipping methods. We also compared the performances with those using exact LLR and confirmed that almost the same performances were obtained. Furthermore, we confirmed the versatility of the proposed method and proved that chaos modulation is sufficiently secure in terms of both information-theoretic security and computational security.
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Appendix A: Numerical analysis of optimal clipping value in average LLR clipping

The numerical simulation indicated that the best criterion is the average value of the calculated LLRs in the proposed LLR clipping method. Here, we consider the demodulator clipping $\lambda_{\text{dem}}^*$, but $\lambda_{\text{dec}}^*$ is also the same. For

comparison, we used the clipping values multiplied by a weight $w \in \mathbb{R}$ for $\lambda_c^*$ in the proposed method. Fig. 18 shows the results, which confirmed that the best performance was obtained for $w = 1.0$. That is, the average value of the LLRs was as optimal as the clipping value.

Appendix B: Performance of AALC for BPSK

We compared the performances of BPSK without and with the proposed AALC. The results are shown in Fig. 19. They confirmed that both were in perfect agreement. Therefore, LLR clipping had no effect on BPSK.

Appendix C: EXIT chart analysis of AALC

EXIT chart analysis was used to compare the proposed AALC with the conventional method without clipping. The results are shown in Fig. 20. They confirmed that the properties of the proposed AALC and the conventional method are the same. In other words, in the proposed method of turbo decoding by clipping LLRs, the EXIT chart cannot be used to compare the performance.
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